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Abstract: In this paper, we investigate the priority determination problem for areas that have been
damaged during disasters. Relief distribution should be planned while considering the priorities of
the damaged areas. To determine the priorities of the damaged areas, we first define four criteria and
then propose a voting TOPSIS (technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution) that
utilizes the fuzzy pair-wise comparison, data envelopment analysis, and TOPSIS. Since the voting
TOPSIS is based on the voting results of multiple experts, it can be applied to urgent situations
quickly, regardless of the consistency of comparison, the number of alternatives, and the number
of participating experts. The proposed approach is validated using a real-world case, and this case
analysis shows that the voting TOPSIS is viable.

Keywords: disaster management; relief priority; multi-criteria decision-making; voting TOPSIS;
case study

1. Introduction

Because natural disasters occur around the world, disaster management has gained global
attention [1,2]. Many governments are taking on the responsibility to perform pre- and post-disaster
actions to reduce damage and casualties, and non-governmental organizations are also involved
in different stages of disaster management. Distributing relief to the casualties has become one of
the important issues of disaster management. Relief distribution is the deployment of resources
such as water and food to the affected population. When distributing relief to multiple damaged
areas, determining the priorities among those damaged areas becomes a critical issue and leads to
distribution planning. Disaster areas that have a higher priority might need a faster distribution of the
relief. To determine the priority of any disaster area, we need to consider various factors such as which
damaged area has more urgent needs than others or which damaged area has worse geographical
conditions (e.g., road conditions or distance from a relief center) that might delay the distribution
of the relief. Thus, priority determination for relief distribution should be treated as a multi-criteria
decision-making (MCDM) problem.

In this paper, we address this priority determination problem in disasters using a real-world
case: the flooding of Zhangbang Town, Huanggang City, Hubei Province, China, in 2016. Using this
real-world case, we first propose the evaluation criteria that affect relief priority and then determine
the relative priorities of the damaged areas by applying the voting TOPSIS (technique for order of
preference by similarity to ideal solution), which is an extension of the well-known MCDM technique
TOPSIS. The voting TOPSIS is devised and used for the following reasons: (1) to consider the judgments
of multiple experts (i.e., local disaster relief planners) quickly by adopting a voting system and (2) to
increase the applicability of the existing TOPSIS in the real world.
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In other words, in disaster situations, experts (i.e., decision-makers) are asked to evaluate
and determine the priorities as quickly as possible. Thus, a simple and quick decision is required.
Additionally, such decisions should be based not on a single expert but on multiple experts to reflect
various opinions. In this regard, we propose the voting TOPSIS-based approach to consider the
abovementioned issues, and we subsequently show its feasibility by analyzing a real-world case.

This paper is organized as follows. The related literature is summarized in Section 2, and the
voting TOPSIS is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the case study with data is provided to show
how the proposed approach works. Finally, Section 5 offers concluding remarks and directions for
future research.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Disaster Logistics

Disaster logistics has attracted considerable attention in recent years. In disasters, demands
often outstrip the available resources. Disaster logistics can be defined as the required process
of handling those resources in order to distribute relief to the victims (i.e. affected people) [3].
Holguín-Veras, J. et al. [4] investigated commercial logistics, and argued that the objective of
commercial logistics is to minimize the related cost while transporting large volumes of cargo to
the predetermined destination.

In contrast, disaster logistics covers a wide range of activities that occur in any phase of disaster
management, i.e., mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery in disasters [5]. In the mitigation
phase of disaster logistics, we need to focus on preventing disasters. The preparation phase involves
with various decisions regarding the number of distribution centers to be established and their locations.
The response phase is directly related to the operational decisions regarding how to distribute relief
goods to the areas damaged. Finally, in the recovery phase, restoring becomes an important issue.

Kovács and Spens [6] identified various challenges regarding humanitarian logistics. They also
divided the phases of disaster logistics: (1) preparedness, which refers to preparation and prevention;
(2) immediate response for emergency relief or transition; and (3) reconstruction for activities related
to recovery, rehabilitation, and development. According to the phase of disaster relief and the different
types of disasters, they summarized some related issues which need to be considered. Caunhye et
al. [7] reviewed the past researches on optimization models in emergency logistics. In particular, they
focused on relief distribution models which are used for post-disaster planning. In their research,
various objectives and constraints of past related researches were summarized. Gralla et al. [8] tried
to determine the multi-attribute utility function for the related objectives in the earliest stage of
response, the week after a disaster. For priority determination, conjoint analysis which can handle
piecewise linear, additive utility functions is used. Safeer et al. [9] reviewed past related researches on
transportation and distribution in emergency humanitarian logistics using a classification methodology.
They identified the objective functions and constraints that are used in relief distribution models.
Özdamar and Ertem [10] presented a survey which focuses on the response and recovery planning
phases of the disaster lifecycle. They provided a list of models related to relief delivery with regard
to their objectives, model particulars and structures, decisions considered, and solution methods.
Recently, Goldschmidt and Kumar [11] published a review paper on humanitarian operations and
disaster management to identify the related research trend. They used a disaster management lifecycle
framework, like that of Kovács and Spens [6]. In their research, when a natural disaster occurs (i.e.,
response stage), any relief (humanitarian) organizations should understand what aid is required, where
it is located, and what transportation method is necessary to deliver it. More recently, Cao et al. [12]
also formulated a multi-objective mixed-integer nonlinear programming model to maximize the lowest
victims’ perceived satisfaction, and respectively minimize the largest deviation on victims’ perceived
satisfaction when distributing relief to the damaged areas. Also, as for the disaster logistics, there
have been several survey papers which systematically summarize past related researches. Noham
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and Tzur [13] proposed a mathematical model for resource allocation in disasters considering the
actual post-disaster decision that is based on practitioners’ knowledge and experience. They pointed
out that existing models for disaster response typically adopt a global optimization point of view,
which may not be attainable since they do not consider the actual decision-making process after a real
disaster occurs.

In this paper, we focus on the priority determination for damaged areas when distributing relief
goods in the response phase of disaster logistics.

2.2. Priority Determination of the Damaged Areas for Disaster Logistics

Considering the priority determination of the damaged areas, some related research can be found
following the increase in disaster- or emergency-related research.

Sheu [3] presented an emergency logistics distribution approach for quickly responding to the
urgent relief demands of the affected areas during a three-day crucial rescue period. The methodologies
used in his research included fuzzy clustering and multi-objective dynamic programming models.
The fuzzy clustering-based approach was used to group the damaged areas and associate the respective
distribution priorities to those areas. When grouping the damaged areas, the following four urgency
attributes were used: (1) the time difference between the time of the previous relief arrival and
the present time; (2) the ratio of the number of casualties to the total number of people trapped;
(3) the proportion of helpless groups, including children and the elderly, relative to the total number
of people trapped; and (4) the significance of the building damage conditions. Sheu [14] improved
his research by presenting a relief-demand management model for dynamically responding to the
relief demands of affected people in emergency conditions during a large-scale disaster. This study
conducted a numerical study of a real large-scale earthquake disaster. He used a fuzzy clustering-based
approach to group these affected areas and then determined the urgency of the groups in the damaged
areas using TOPSIS. In the grouping phase of the affected area, he added an additional urgency
attribute, the time-variance ratio of the number of trapped survivors.

Lin et al. [15] proposed a logistics model for delivering prioritized items in disaster relief
operations. To verify the importance of the proposed model for delivery tasks containing prioritized
delivery requests, they used a case study of a disaster relief operation effort in an earthquake scenario.
Afshar and Haghani [16] proposed a mathematical model to minimize the total unsatisfied demand
for disaster victims. In this model, the given parameters representing the relative urgency regarding
commodity, time, and demand point were used. If there was a request for a commodity from any
disaster point that seemed more important than others, this request was treated first in their model.
However, there was no explanation regarding how the relative urgency was determined. More recently,
Rivera-Royero et al. [17] developed a dynamic model to serve the demand while prioritizing the
response according to the level of urgency of the demand points. In their case, the objective was to
minimize the weighted demand that remained unsatisfied through the given planning horizon, where
the weights of the demands were given using a priority score. They recommended that the priority
of the disaster point be determined by considering the following aspects: (1) the characteristic of any
demand point; (2) how long any demand point has been waiting for relief items; and (3) the type of
the relief item.

Gutjahr and Nolz [18] published a comprehensive review paper regarding multi-criteria
optimization in humanitarian aid. In their research, optimization criteria such as cost, response
time, travel distance, coverage, equity, etc. were summarized first, and then they outlined the MCDM
approaches such as analytic hierarchy process (AHP), compromise programming, etc. Ortuño et al. [19]
reviewed decision aid models and systems for disaster logistics by classifying the past researches
in terms of the phase of disaster management cycle and the methodologies used. According to
the abovementioned review papers, there have been a huge number of studies on multi-criteria
optimization in disasters rather than MCDM, which focuses on priority determination. This seems
to be because most of the past related papers tried to generate a specific plan or schedule of relief
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distribution using mathematical modeling. Also, they mainly considered multi-objectives to reflect
various needs of the damaged areas. In the middle of planning or scheduling, the priorities of the
damaged areas were determined as the outcome of running the proposed multi-criteria optimization
models. In other words, by checking the allocated amount of the relief after running the optimization
models, the priority of any area can be estimated. However, in the real world, when any disaster
occurs, there is not enough time to run sophisticated optimization models, which usually require lots
of computation time to run. In addition, since any unexpected events (e.g., aftershock) can occur in the
middle of relief distribution, a complete plan or schedule obtained from running the multi-objective
optimization could become useless at any time. Instead, a quick and simple decision based on the
onsite experts might be preferred. From the viewpoint of practitioners, a quick decision on which
area has a higher priority for relief distribution is much more important than obtaining a complete
distribution schedule for all items for all areas. Once the priorities of the damaged areas are determined,
the decision-makers can allocate the required relief to the damaged areas quickly.

In short, even if related research exists, most such studies have focused on developing
mathematical models to generate an optimized relief distribution plan or schedule. Thus, the priority
determination was either skipped by assuming the priorities or treated as a partial subject of their
research. Additionally, investigations of MCDM in connection with priority determination in disaster
situations focusing on actual case analyses are lacking.

2.3. TOPSIS

Although there are many MCDM methodologies, we focused on TOPSIS and its variants
because we used TOPSIS as the main methodology for our research. Since its development in 1981,
TOPSIS has been recognized as a well-known MCDM methodology for determining the priority of
given alternatives [20]. The basic premise of TOPSIS is that the most preferred alternative should
have the shortest distance from the ideal solution and the longest distance from the negative ideal
solution [21,22]. Compared to AHP, another popular MCDM methodology, TOPSIS has the following
advantages: the number of alternatives has no explicit limit since it does not require either pair-wise
comparison (PWC) or a consistency check, and it is simple and quick to apply. In contrast, AHP
has difficulty handling more than seven criteria and/or alternatives because AHP is based on PWC,
which requires decision-makers to consider the previous PWC results to avoid violating consistency in
their judgements.

TOPSIS has a wide range of real-world applications, and many related research papers can be
found. Behzadian et al. [23] found 266 research papers from 103 journals published from 2000 to
2012 and classified those papers into nine application areas, including supply chain management
and logistics, engineering and manufacturing systems, and business and marketing management.
According to their analysis, TOPSIS has been successfully applied to a wide range of application areas
and industrial fields.

Along with the application of TOPSIS, many researchers have tried to modify the conventional
TOPSIS by adopting fuzzy set theory or changing the sub-step of TOPSIS. To reflect the ambiguous
judgements (e.g., linguistic values) of experts, fuzzy numbers have been utilized in TOPSIS [24–27].
Additionally, some researchers have tried to change the sub-step of TOPSIS to address several
TOPSIS-related issues, such as considering the relative importance of the two separations (i.e., distances
from ideal and negative ideal solutions) [22,28,29].

In this paper, we applied the voting TOPSIS, which utilizes fuzzy PWC, data envelopment analysis
(DEA), and TOPSIS. Since the voting TOPSIS is based on the voting results of multiple experts, it can
be applied to urgent situations quickly, regardless of the consistency of the comparison, the number of
alternatives, and the number of participating experts. In disaster situations, a relief team consisting of
multiple experts is sent to the damaged areas to determine the condition of the damaged areas and
the priorities for the damaged areas. Thus, quick and concise decisions are required to reduce any
unnecessary delay caused by the decision-making process.
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3. Voting TOPSIS

The concept of voting TOPSIS is adopted from the preference voting and aggregation suggested
by Liu and Hai [30] and Wang et al. [31]. Liu and Hai [30] proposed a voting AHP that replaces PWC
with DEA-based ordering. Similarly, Wang et al. [31] proposed models for preference voting and
aggregation using DEA. These two studies tried to determine the final rank of alternatives by using
the votes of experts under the AHP framework. However, since their approaches were concerned with
the rank without considering ideal or negative ideal solutions, the final ranks were generated by using
only the votes. Thus, the similarity of the current alternative to the ideal or negative ideal solution
could not be reflected in the final priority determination.

In this paper, we combined three different methodologies, PWC, DEA, and TOPSIS, and name
this approach the voting TOPSIS. The voting TOPSIS is composed of the following seven steps. Each
step is explained in detail in the following subsections:

- Step 1: Define criteria and alternatives for the given MCDM problem
- Step 2: Apply PWC to determine the relative weights of the criteria
- Step 3: The DMs vote for alternatives and generate a decision matrix that aggregates the votes

using the DEA-based model
- Step 4: Apply TOPSIS to the decision matrix to calculate the final relative weights of

the alternatives

3.1. Step 1: Define Criteria and Alternatives

For convenience, we define the criteria and alternatives using the main problem in this paper, that
is, determining the priorities of the damaged areas in disasters.

Based on the literature survey and discussion among the DMs, four criteria were defined as
follows: degree of damage, difficulty of approaching a disaster area, ratio of the vulnerable (e.g.,
children and seniors), and distance between a disaster area and a distribution center (or point). Table 1
shows a summary of the chosen criteria and the related references.

Table 1. Chosen criteria and the related references.

Criteria References

(C1) Degree of damage Sheu [3]; Yi and Özdamar [32]; Sheu [14]; Wisetjindawat [33]; Holguín-Veras et al. [4]

(C2) Difficulty of
approaching a disaster area Holguín-Veras et al. [4]; Rivera-Royero et al. [17]; Noyan et al. [34]; Yu et al. [35]

(C3) Ratio of the vulnerable Sheu [3]; Sheu [14]; Marcelin et al. [36]; Balcik et al. [37]

(C4) Distance between a
disaster area and a
distribution center

Holguín-Veras et al. [4];
Practitioners of this case study (the disaster relief planners from the Zhangbang
Town, Huanggang City, Hubei Province, China)

As shown in Table 1, we found the related researches which support our chosen criteria. Sheu [3]
and Sheu [14] considered (1) the significance of the building damage conditions and (2) the proportion
of helpless groups, including children and the elderly, relative to the total number of people trapped as
the important urgency attributes when grouping the damaged areas. Yi and Özdamar [32] proposed
an integrated location-distribution model for coordinating logistics support and evacuation operations
in disaster response activities. They categorized two levels of injury, light-to-moderate and heavy, and
the structural risk grades related to the degree of damage were checked. Wisetjindawat [33] provided
the planning framework of disaster relief operations, and both the estimation of level of damage and
the estimation of victims at each shelter were used to develop their framework. Holguin-Veras et al. [4]
analyzed the unique features of post-disaster humanitarian logistics. They pointed out that the type of
disaster and the accessibility of the disaster area play a major role in delivering supplies to the damaged
areas. Rivera-Royero et al. [17] argued that the priority of the disaster point needs to be determined
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by considering the characteristic of any demand point (isolated or non-isolated) which leads to the
difficulty of approaching. Noyan et al. [34] characterized the concepts of accessibility and equity
within the context of last mile distribution and presented a mathematical model that incorporates
them while capturing the uncertain aspects of the post-disaster situations. They tried to maximize the
expected total accessibility, which can be defined as the ease of the access to the damaged areas. More
recently, Yu et al. [35] also emphasized accessibility using the following example. Let us assume that
some damaged areas can be reached by small trucks, while others cannot be reached without the help
of excavator. In this case, it might be reasonable to consider the accessibility of the damaged areas
when developing the evaluation metrics for the damaged areas. Marcelin et al. [36] focused on the
impact of disasters to older adults. They argued that disasters seem to disproportionately affect some
demographic groups, and older adults are more vulnerable to the impacts of disasters as compared
with other age groups. They also mentioned that the relief goods and service delivery points should be
made as accessible as possible to them due to the potential of older adults being unable to be evacuated
or left behind in disaster situations. Balcik et al. [37] emphasized that supplies need to be allocated
proportionally among the damaged areas based on demand realizations and population vulnerabilities.
In particular, they tried to balance the weighted (by vulnerabilities) unsatisfied demand among all of
the damaged areas.

The more detailed definitions of the four criteria are as follows:

(C1) Degree of damage: This indicates how severe the damage is to the building or any infrastructure.
The damage includes communication cut off, water cut off, and electricity cut off. These damages
are closely related to the survival of the victims and the possibility of a quick rescue.
Thus, the higher the degree of damage is for any area, the higher the priority of relief distribution
is given.

(C2) Difficulty of approaching a disaster area: This indicates how difficult it is for the rescue team to
approach the target area. This is dependent on the road connection and/or condition. In practice,
relief distribution may be delayed to any areas that have poor road connections and conditions
because a rescue team must distribute relief to many areas as quickly as possible. Thus, the higher
the difficulty of approaching for any area, the higher the priority of relief distribution is given.

(C3) Ratio of the vulnerable: This indicates the ratio of the number of elderly and children to the total
number of people in the disaster areas. We could consider the number of the trapped elderly and
children instead of the number of elderly and children when checking this ratio of the vulnerable.
However, the rescue team might not know the exact number of trapped people, including the
elderly and children, in disaster situations. Thus, to calculate the ratio of the vulnerable, we use
the overall number of the elderly and children. When there are more elderly and children in
any disaster area, the priority of relief distribution in that area must be set higher than that in
other areas.

(C4) Distance between a disaster area and a distribution center: Since the distance between a disaster
area and a distribution center is directly related to the delivery time of relief, the distance is
important for determining the priority of relief distribution. The longer the distance from a
distribution center to a given disaster area, the higher the delivery priority given to that area.

Among the above four criteria, C1 and C2 are qualitative, whereas C3 and C4 are quantitative
because they can be checked quickly by using the existing related databases of disaster areas. Thus,
when applying the proposed voting TOPSIS, we focus on C1 and C2, which require the subjective
judgements of the experts (i.e., the local government officials).

3.2. Step 2: Fuzzy PWC for Determining the Relative Weights of the Criteria

In Figure 1, the weights of the criteria should be determined first by the DMs. To do this, fuzzy
PWC is used to determine the relative weights of the criteria. In the real world, decision-makers
provide ambiguous responses rather than exact values, and it is difficult to quantify the qualitative
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preferences of decision-makers. To overcome this difficulty, fuzzy judgments based on PWC have been
suggested and applied to various problems [38–41]. In this paper, triangular fuzzy numbers are used
for representing the linguistic values, and both the alpha-cut method and the index of optimism are
used to reflect the confidence level of the decision-maker, respectively. Additionally, the geometric
mean method is adopted for defuzzification.
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As mentioned above, triangular fuzzy numbers (1̃, 3̃, 5̃, 7̃, 9̃) are adopted to represent the relative
importance of each pair of elements. A triangular fuzzy number ã is defined by the interval [l, u], with
its mean m, as follows:

µã(x) =


x−l
m−l , l ≤ x ≤ m,
u−x
u−m , m ≤ x ≤ u,

0, otherwise.
(1)

Also, the triangular fuzzy number is represented by adopting the interval of confidence level α

as follows:
ãα = [lα, uα] = [(m− l)α + l, u− (u−m)α] ∀α ∈ [0, 1] (2)

Equation (2) shows an α-cut method that generates an interval set of values from a fuzzy number:
the lower limit and upper limit of the fuzzy numbers with respect to α-cut [42]. The value of α is
set between 0 and 1. If α = 0, it means that uncertainty is the greatest and confidence is the lowest.
The triangular fuzzy numbers (1̃, 3̃, 5̃, 7̃, 9̃), the corresponding membership function, and linguistic
terms are shown in Figure 1 and Table 2.

Table 2. Linguistic judgements and the corresponding fuzzy numbers.

Linguistic Judgments Fuzzy Number

Equally important Equally preferred (1, 1, 2)
Moderately more important Moderately more preferred (1, 3, 5)

Strongly more important Strongly more preferred (3, 5, 7)
Very strongly more important Very strongly more preferred (5, 7, 9)

Absolutely more important Absolutely more preferred (8, 9, 9)

Using the pair-wise judgment of the expert and a fuzzy comparison matrix, Ã can be depicted as
follows (if there are N criteria):

Ã =


1 ãα

12 · · · ãα
1N

ãα
21 1 · · · ãα

2N
...

...
...

...
ãα

N1 ãα
N2 · · · 1

 (3)

where ãα
ab = 1 if a = b, and ãα

ab = 1̃, 3̃, 5̃, 7̃, 9̃ or 1̃−1, 3̃−1, 5̃−1, 7̃−1, 9̃−1 if a 6= b.
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The constructed fuzzy comparison matrix Ã must be changed into a crisp comparison matrix.
The index of optimism, µ, is used to represent the decision-maker’s attitude [43]. A larger value of µ

means a higher degree of optimism. The index of optimism can be represented as follows:

C(ãα
ij) = µaiju + (1− µ)aijl ∀µ ∈ [0, 1] (4)

where C(ãα
ij) is the crisp value corresponding to ãα

ij considering the index of optimism µ.

By applying Equation (4) to the fuzzy comparison matrix Ã, a crisp comparison matrix A
is obtained.

Using the crisp comparison matrix A, a geometric mean method (Equation (6)) is used to calculate
their priorities [44]:

gi =
(
∏n

j=1 C
(
ãα

ij
))1/n

i = 1, . . . , n (5)

where g̃i is the geometric mean of criterion i.
For each of the criteria, the relative weights are calculated as follows:

wi = gi/ ∑n
i=1 gi i = 1, . . . , n (6)

Once the weights are obtained, we need to check the consistency of the judgments using the
consistency ratio (CR) for each matrix. To calculate the CR, the consistency index (CI) is generated first
using Equation (7):

CI =
|λmax − n|

n− 1
(7)

where λmax is the largest eigenvalue of Ã and n is the size of the matrix.
Next, the CR can be calculated by dividing the CI by a value obtained from a table of random

consistency index (RCI), which indicates the average index for randomly generated weights [44].

CR =
CI

RCI
(8)

If the CR is less than 0.1, the weights can be accepted. Otherwise, they are rejected.

3.3. Step 3: DMs’ Vote for Alternatives and Aggregate the Votes

After determining the relative weights of criteria using fuzzy PWC in Section 3.2, we evaluate the
alternatives using the given criteria. For the qualitative criteria (i.e., C1 and C2), we collect the votes
from the DMs to construct a decision matrix. For the quantitative criteria (C3 and C4), the performance
evaluation can be easily performed using the existing database without the DMs’ votes.

In this paper, we adopt a voting system proposed by Wang et al. [31], which requires the DMs
to evaluate the given alternatives for the C1 and C2 criteria. Wang et al. [31] proposed a linear
programming (LP) model for preference voting and aggregation. Their model was based on the DEA
model first suggested by Cook and Kress [45]. Before explaining the model, we set the following five
evaluation grades (k = 1, . . . , 5) for evaluating the alternatives for each of the four criteria in Figure 1.

Evaluation grades = {very high (k = 1), high (k = 2), normal (k = 3), low (k = 4), very bad
(k = 5)}.

More numbers and different sets of evaluation grades can be defined if needed. The DMs can
vote for one of five evaluation grades for each alternative under each criterion.

The necessary notations and the model for preference voting and aggregation are as follows:
Notations

i: the index of the criteria (i = 1, . . . , N)

j: the index of the alternatives (j = 1, . . . , M)

k: the index of the evaluation grade (k = 1, . . . , K)
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xk: the relative importance weight attached to the kth grade
vjk: the numbers (i.e., vote) of the DMs who evaluate the alternative j to the kth grade

zij: the total score of the alternative j for criterion i

Model (for any given criterion i)
Maximize β (9)

subject to
zij = ∑K

k=1 vjkxk ≥ β, for j = 1, . . . , M (10)

x1 ≥ 2x2 ≥ . . . ≥ Kxk ≥ 0 (11)

K

∑
k=1

xk = 1 (12)

Equations (9) and (10) maximize the minimum of the total scores of the alternative j, which is a
linear function of the relative importance weights. Additionally, this model determines a common
set of weights (xk) for all alternatives. After running the model, the relative weights of the evaluation
grades are obtained. These relative weights of the evaluation grades are multiplied by the votes of
the DMs for the alternatives under any given criterion. Thus, if there exist N criteria and we need to
evaluate alternatives using those N criteria, then we should apply the above model N times.

3.4. Step 4: Apply TOPSIS to the Decision Matrix

With the results obtained in Section 3.3, we define the following decision matrix:
Z =

{
zij|i = 1, . . . , N; j = 1, . . . , M

}
: decision matrix that consists of zij (obtained from

Section 3.3)
Given the decision matrix Z, the TOPSIS is applied using the following procedure:

(1) Normalize the decision matrix as follows:

yij =
zij√

∑M
j=1 z2

ij

for i = 1, . . . , N; j = 1, . . . , M (13)

(2) Compute the weighted normalized decision matrix. The weighted normalized value tij is
calculated as follows:

tij = wiyij for i = 1, . . . , N; j = 1, . . . , M (14)

(3) Define the positive ideal solution (PIS) and the negative ideal solution (NIS) on each criterion of
the weighted normalized decision matrix. The PIS (A+) and NIS (A−) can be defined as follows:

A+ =
(
t+1 , . . . , t+N

)
(15)

A− =
(
t−1 , . . . , t−N

)
(16)

where t+i = maxj
(
tij
)

if criterion i is maximized, and t−i = minj
(
tij
)

if criterion i is minimized.

(4) Calculate the Euclidean distance for each alternative to the ideal solutions using the
following equation:

The separation of an alternative j from the PIS is given as:

D+
j =

√
∑N

i=1

(
tij − t+i

)2 for j = 1, . . . , M (17)
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Similarly, the separation of an alternative j from the NIS is given as:

D−j =
√

∑N
i=1

(
tij − t−i

)2 for j = 1, . . . , M (18)

(5) Calculate the relative closeness coefficient (RCC) of the alternative j with respect to the PIS and
NIS. The RCC is always between 0 and 1. If an alternative is closer to the positive ideal than the
negative ideal, then the RCC approaches 1. If an alternative is closer to the negative ideal than
the positive ideal, the RCC approaches 0. The RCC is defined as follows:

RCCj =
D−j

D+
j + D−j

for j = 1, . . . , M (19)

Arrange the alternatives in descending order of the RCC to obtain the best alternative.

3.5. Overall Procedure of the Proposed Approach

The overall procedure of the proposed approach is as shown in Figure 2.
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4. Case Analysis

4.1. Background

We focused on the flooding in eight villages in Zhangbang Town, Huanggang City, Hubei Province,
China (see Figures 3 and 4), on 13 June 2016. At that time, heavy rain caused transportation disruptions,
electric power grids failed, 67 civil houses collapsed, 21 bridges were washed out, 1300 hectares of
cropland were destroyed, 15.5 km of roadway was damaged, 2900 m of river bank were washed out,
50 river weirs were destroyed, seven water treatment plants were affected, and 13 people were lost.
Additionally, many civil houses were damaged, which made them unsafe. The losses caused by the
disaster were serious. Rescue was extremely urgent. Determining which village needed to be rescued
first was an important issue for the disaster relief team.
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4.2. Data Acquisition

In this study, the research data were obtained from the Zhangbang Town government. We asked
five disaster relief planners (local officials) from Zhangbang Town to recall the past disaster situation
and then vote on the evaluation grades (i.e., very high, high, normal, low, and very bad) for eight
villages under C1 and C2.

Table 3 shows the voting results of the officials for the eight villages under C1 and C2, and the
required information from the eight villages for evaluation under C3 and C4.
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Table 3. Voting results for C1 and C2 and the required information for C3 and C4.

C1 C2
C3 (%) C4 (km)

VH H M L VL VH H M L VL

Jiutan 1 4 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 33.2 9.27
Dazhu 3 2 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 31.5 8.99
Tuku 0 5 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 33.0 10.21
Qili 0 0 3 2 0 1 3 1 0 0 32.2 9.23

Shuyuan 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 3 2 0 32.4 3.30
Gumu 0 0 0 4 1 1 4 0 0 0 32.9 4.96

Huyuan 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 3 2 32.0 6.30
Sunchong 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 32.8 8.43

VH: Very High; H: High; M: Medium; L: Low; VL: Very Low.

4.3. Applying the Voting TOPSIS

We applied the voting TOPSIS to determine the final priorities for the eight villages. All of the
required calculations were coded and conducted using Python 3.6.3 with a Gurobi Python interface
(for solving the mathematical model in Section 3.3).

(1) Fuzzy PWC for Determining the Relative Weights of the Criteria

First, we asked five planners to determine the relative weights for the criteria. Through internal
discussion, they conducted a pair-wise comparison among four criteria and then generated the final
relative weights for the four criteria.

In this example, α (confidence level on the judgments of the decision-maker) was set to 0.8, and
µ (optimism index) was set to 0.6, as recommended by Jung [41]. The fuzzy pair-wise comparison
matrix, converted crisp comparison matrix, and weights of the four criteria are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4. Fuzzy comparison matrix, crisp comparison matrix, and the weights of the four criteria.

Fuzzy Comparison Matrix Crisp Comparison Matrix
Weight

C1 C2 C3 C4 C1 C2 C3 C4

C1 1 (4.6, 5.4) (1.0, 1.2) (6.6, 7.4) 1 5.080 1.120 7.080 0.4553
C2 (1/5.4, 1/4.6) 1 (1/3.4, 1/2.6) (2.6, 3.4) 0.205 1 0.348 3.080 0.1203
C3 (1/1.2, 1/1.0) (2.6, 3.4) 1 (6.6, 7.4) 0.933 3.080 1 7.080 0.3731
C4 (1/7.4, 1/6.6) (1/3.4, 1/2.6) (1/7.4, 1/6.6) 1 0.145 0.348 0.145 1 0.0513

Based on the relative weights of the four criteria in Table 4, the degree of damage was considered
the most important criterion, and the distance between a disaster area and a distribution center was
the least important criterion.

(2) DMs’ Vote for Alternatives and Aggregate the Votes

Using the voting results for C1 and C2 in Table 2, we obtained the total scores for the eight villages
(i.e., alternatives) under two criteria, C1 and C2, by applying Equations (9)–(12).

Table 5 shows the total scores for the eight villages for C1 and C2.
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Table 5. The total scores for the eight villages for C1 and C2.

Village C1 (Degree of Damage) C2 (Difficulty of Approaching a Disaster Area)

Jiutan 1.3138 1.9708
Dazhu 1.7518 1.0218
Tuku 1.0948 1.7518
Qili 0.6569 1.2408

Shuyuan 0.6204 0.6569
Gumu 0.5255 1.3138

Huyuan 0.6569 0.5036
Sunchong 0.8029 0.5036

(3) Apply TOPSIS to the Decision Matrix

Once the decision matrix was prepared, we applied TOPSIS to that matrix. The decision matrix
was composed of two parts: (1) the total scores from Table 5 for C1 and C2 and (2) the matching
information (i.e., the last two columns) from Table 3 for C3 and C4. Through the pre-determined
procedure in Section 3.4, the distributive normalization matrix (from Equation (13)), the weighted
normalization matrix (from Equation (13)), the PIS and NIS (from Equations (15) and (16)), and the
final RCC (from Equations (17)–(19)) were found, as shown in Tables 6–9.

Table 6. The distributive normalization matrix.

Village C1 C2 C3 C4

Jiutan 0.3219 0.2420 0.0078 0.0039
Dazhu 0.4292 0.1255 0.0074 0.0037
Tuku 0.2682 0.2151 0.0078 0.0043
Qili 0.1609 0.1524 0.0076 0.0039

Shuyuan 0.1520 0.0806 0.0076 0.0013
Gumu 0.1287 0.1613 0.0077 0.0020

Huyuan 0.1609 0.0618 0.0075 0.0026
Sunchong 0.1967 0.0618 0.0077 0.0035

Table 7. The weighted normalization matrix.

Village C1 C2 C3 C4

Jiutan 0.1465 0.0291 0.0029 0.0002
Dazhu 0.1954 0.0150 0.0027 0.0001
Tuku 0.1221 0.0258 0.0029 0.0002
Qili 0.0732 0.0183 0.0028 0.0002

Shuyuan 0.0692 0.0097 0.0028 0.0001
Gumu 0.0586 0.0194 0.0029 0.0001

Huyuan 0.0732 0.0074 0.0028 0.0001
Sunchong 0.0895 0.0074 0.0028 0.0002

Table 8. The positive ideal solution (PIS)s and the negative ideal solution (NIS)s.

Ideal Solution C1 C2 C3 C4

PIS 0.1954 0.0291 0.0029 0.0002 (=0.000221)
NIS 0.0586 0.0074 0.0027 0.0001 (=0.000071)
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Table 9. The RCC (relative closeness coefficient) of the eight towns.

Village RCC (Relative Closeness Coefficient)

Jiutan 0.7746
Dazhu 0.9896
Tuku 0.4483
Qili 0.0216

Shuyuan 0.0071
Gumu 0.0075

Huyuan 0.0137
Sunchong 0.0757

From the RCC values in Table 9, we determined the urgency order for the relief for the eight
villages. The higher the RCC value was, the higher the urgency order was. The eight villages were
listed in descending order by the RCC values as follows: Dazhu, Jiutan, Tuku, Sunchong, Qili, Huyuan,
Gumu, and Shuyuan. After implementing the voting TOPSIS, we discussed the results with five
disaster relief planners from Zhangbang Town and were given their positive response, which indicates
that the proposed voting TOPSIS was viable when making a quick decision in disaster situations.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated the priority determination problem for damaged areas in disaster
situations. Damaged areas need faster distribution of relief, but the relief planner should consider the
restricted resources. Thus, the relief distribution should be scheduled by considering the priorities
of the damaged areas. With the help of practitioners, we chose four different criteria: the degree of
damage, the difficulty of approaching a disaster area, the ratio of the vulnerable, and the distance
between a disaster area and a distribution center. Using these four criteria, we adopted TOPSIS as
the main MCDM methodology for analyzing our problem. This method was used to determine the
priorities of the damaged areas in disasters because of the following advantages: (1) it is simple to
apply, (2) more than seven alternatives can be evaluated, and (3) the priorities can be calculated quickly
without PWC or a consistency check.

The proposed approach was validated using a real-world case: the flooding case of eight villages
in Zhangbang Town, Huanggang City, Hubei Province, China, in 2016. This case analysis showed that
the proposed approach is viable and can be used in similar situations in the future.

However, this paper has some limitations. Although the current four criteria were selected
through an extensive literature review and interviews with the local disaster relief planners from
Zhangbang Town, additional criteria reflecting the disaster types could be considered. Additionally,
other real-world cases can be used to validate the proposed approach. In particular, our case analysis
was based on a retrospective application of the voting TOPSIS using a kind of post-event dry run. Thus,
if possible, we need to check the applicability of the proposed approach in the real world on a real-time
basis. For future studies, we need to categorize the disaster types and then propose a disaster-specific
priority determination framework, since the needs will likely differ (e.g., flooding vs. hurricane).
Also, disaster logistics needs to be connected to disaster management, comprehensively considering
additional important issues such as insurance and retrofit. As pointed out by Peng et al. [46], modeling
the integrated roles of insurance and retrofit in disaster management could reduce overall system risks.
Finally, we need to identify additional real-world cases to validate the proposed approach in various
disaster situations that require quick decisions.
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